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traffic jam galleries, a forward thinking and welcoming contemporary art space

NEW WORKS

Danielle McManus

Danielle McManus - 'Rise Above', Acrylic and Mixed Media on Canvas, 150 x 100 cm

Delivered into the gallery only recently we are very excited to have a stunning new work by Danielle McManus on
show. Continuing on her poppy based series, this time in portrait format, we are treated to an emotive image
detailed with printed decoupage paper.
To view more of Danielle's work on the tjg website please click here.

Mia Oatley

Mia Oatley - 'Georgie', Acrylic and Mixed Media on Canvas, 91 x 76 cm

Now available to see at tjg are a variety of new figurative works by Mia Oatley. All different styles and palettes
they really show us how diverse an artist Mia can be with the face and human body.
For more of Mia's work, including some abstract pieces, click here.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Rebecca Pierce in the Glencore Percival
Portrait Painting Prize

Rebecca Pierce - 'Clio The White Cockatoo', Ink, Pens, Oil Stick and Acrylic on Aquarelle Arches, 153 x 102 cm

tjg are pleased to announce that Rebecca Pierce has been announced as a finalist in the Glencore Percival
Portrait Painting Prize. Having begun in 2007, the prize is an open competition for artists. While showcasing the
outstanding and innovative work currently being produced by Australian artists, the competition has also given
many emerging artists an opportunity to engage with portraiture and share their expressions of themselves and
those close to them.
The exhibition opens on the 6th of May at the Parc Tucker Regional Gallery, QLD.
Check out additional works of Rebecca's here on the tjg website.

UPCOMING EXHIBITION

Untitled 2016

Nigel Sense - 'On The Way To The Pub', Acrylic on Canvas, 100 x 110 cm

Succeeding the first iteration in 2015, 'untitled' at traffic jam galleries aims to exhibit and focus on Artists
predominately foreign to the gallery space that reflect a spectrum of experience, subject matter and practice, and
would predominately be considered emerging. Through varied and engaging work Untitled is a transformation of
the norm into a reflection of what is to come. Artists included are:
Georgie Crawford
Anakita Escalante
Numskull
Nigel Sense
Loribelle Sprivoski
Freya Tripp
Each Artist has chosen to exhibit a small selection of works that reflect the current stage in their practice and their
current thoughts on topics
and issues important to them.
'untitled' will be held at traffic jam galleries and open on Thursday 5th May 2016, with the opening evening running
from 6—8pm.
To view our exhibition schedule click here to visit the page on the tjg website.

ARTIST NEWS

Gemma Lynch-Memory

A look into some of Gemma's works in her home in Tasmania. Gemma and her family run a self sustained
household and grow and farm all their own produce. Recently featured interviewed about this lifestyle and her
work these are a couple of corresponding images.
To see more of Gemma Lynch-Memory's work on the tjg website please click here.

CURRENT EXHIBITION

Booty + Bust

Claire Kirkup - 'She Sleeps', Acrylic on Canvas, 76 x 122 cm

Currently showing in the gallery is our figurative exhibition titled Booty + Bust. The show has gotten off the a great
start with a lovely opening evening and a strong response. The show will run until the 28th April 2016.
For access to the exhibitions page on the tjg website please click here.

EXHIBITIONS TO SEE
- Dancing Umbrellas: An Exhibition of Movement and Light - Heidi Museum of Modern Art, VIC
- Heavy Artillery - White Rabbit Gallery, NSW
- Panorama - Tarra Warra Museum of Art, NSW

Quote:
"I'm not interested in the texture of a rock, but in its shadow."
Ellsworth Kelly.

All the best from Bianca, Clio, Hercules, Kathleen, Rebecca, Soti and Yan
A traffic jam you will want to get stuck in …
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